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The Reproducibility Crisis

“It can be proven that
most claimed research
findings are false.”
— John P. A. Ioannidis, 2005

Those are the words of John Ioannidis (yo-NEE-dees) in a highly-cited article from
2005.
Now based at Stanford University, Ioannidis is a meta-scientist who conducts
“research on research” with the goal of making improvements.

Sources:
Ionnidis, John P. A. “Why Most Published Research Findings Are False.” PLoS
Medicine 2, no. 8 (August 2005): e124. doi: 10.1371/journal.pmed/0020124.
Wikipedia, s.v. “Meta-research.” Accessed March 14, 2017.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meta-research.

“Reproducibility crisis”
(aka “replication crisis”)
“A methodological crisis in science in which
scientists have found that the results of many
scientific experiments are difficult or
impossible to replicate on subsequent
investigation, either by independent researchers
or by the original researchers themselves.”
— Wikipedia

A recent survey by Nature found that more than 70% of researchers have tried and
failed to reproduce another scientist’s experiments and more than half have failed to
reproduce their own experiments.
90% of respondents agreed there is a reproducibility crisis.

Source:
Baker, Monya. “Is There a Reproducibility Crisis?” Nature 533 (May 26, 2016):
452-454. doi: 10.1038/533452a.
Wikipedia, s.v. “Replication Crisis.” Accessed March 14, 2017.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Replication_crisis.

Psychology
91.5% of
all
published
studies in
psychology
found
positive
results.
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Psychology is one of the disciplines where the crisis has received the most attention.
It is also a field where 91.5% of all published studies found positive results, that is,
they supported the outcome predicted by the researchers ahead of time.
In 2015, the results of the Reproducibility Project: Psychology were published.
This was a four-year project lead by Brian Nosek, a professor of psychology at the
University of Virginia and the co-founder & executive director of the Center for Open
Science.
In the project, 270 authors replicated 100 social and cognitive psychology studies that
had been published in three top psychology journals in 2008.
While 97% of the original studies produced significant results, only 36% of the
replications did.

Sources:
Fanelli, Daniele. “‘Positive’ Results Increase Down the Hierarchy of the Sciences.”
PLoS One 5, no. 4 (2010): e10068. doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0010068.

Open Science Collaboration. “Estimating the Reproducibility of Psychological
Science.” Science 349, no. 6251 (August 27, 2015): aac4716. doi:
10.1126/science.aac4716.

Economics
“...We assert
that economics
research is
usually not
replicable.”
— Andrew C. Chang
and Phillip Li,
2015
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Economics is another discipline with a reputation for non-reproducibility.
A 2015 paper by two researchers from the Federal Reserve and the Department of
the Treasury tried to replicate results from 67 papers published in 13 prestigious
economics journals. Even after contacting the authors of the original studies when
necessary, they were only able to replicate 49% of the results. They concluded,
“Because we were able to replicate less than half of the papers in our sample even
with help from the authors, we assert that economics research is usually not
replicable.”
Sources:
Chang, Andrew C., and Phillip Li. “Is Economics Research Replicable? Sixty
Published Papers from Thirteen Journals Say ‘Usually Not.” Finance and Economics
Discussion Series 2015-083. Washington: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, 2015. doi: 10.17016/FEDS.2015.083.

Biomedical research
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Reproducibility has also been a big problem in biomedical research.
In 2012, Glenn Begley, the former head of cancer research at Amgen, reported that
over a 10 year stretch, Amgen’s scientists had tried to replicate the findings of 53
landmark studies in cancer biology. They obtained positive results in only 6, a rate of
just over 11%.
Ioannidis studied 49 of the most highly-regarded research findings in medicine
published between 1990-2003, each cited more than 1,000 times. These were articles
that helped lead to the widespread popularity of treatments such as the use of
hormone-replacement therapy for menopausal women, vitamin E to reduce the risk of
heart disease, coronary stents to ward off heart attacks, and daily low-dose aspirin to
control blood pressure and prevent heart attacks and strokes. Of the 49 claims, 34
had been re-tested, and 14, or 41% had been convincingly shown to be wrong or
significantly exaggerated.
One analysis of past studies indicates that the total prevalence of irreproducible
preclinical research exceeds 50%, resulting in approximately $28 billion a year spent
on research that is not reproducible, in the United States alone.

Sources:
Begley, C. Glenn, and Lee M. Ellis. “Drug Development: Raise Standards for

Preclinical Cancer Research.” Nature 483 (29 March 2012). 531-533. doi:
10.1038/483531a.
Freedman, David H. “Lies, Damned Lies, and Medical Science.” The Atlantic,
November 2010.
https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2010/11/lies-damned-lies-and-medicalscience/308269/.
Freedman, Leonard P., Iain M. Cockburn, and Timothy S. Simcoe. “The Economics of
Reproducibility in Preclinical Research.” PLoS Biology 13, no. 6 (2015): e1002165.
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1002165.
Ioannidis, John P. A. “Contradicted and Initially Stronger Effects in Highly Cited
Clinical Research.” JAMA 294 (2005): 218-228. doi: 10.1001/jama.294.2.218.

Why? “File-drawer problem”
Researchers do not bother to
write up experiments with
negative or null results.
Instead of submitting them to
journals, they file them away.

“Filing” by Jeff Youngstrom is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0

One reason — the file-drawer problem: Researchers do not bother to write up
experiments with negative or null results.
Instead of submitting them to journals, they file them away.
Researchers fear that negative results will not get them published, promoted, or even
hired.

Why? Publication bias
“...the small proportion of
results chosen for publication
are unrepresentative of
scientists’ repeated samplings of
the real world.”
— Neal S. Young, John P. A. Ioannidis,
and Omar Al-Ubaydli, 2008

Cover of Science v. 332, no. 6034 by the American
Association for the Advancement of Science. Image by
Stephen R. White.

Not only are researchers biased against writing up and submitting negative results,
but journals are biased toward publishing positive results.
A 2012 study by Danielle Fanelli of the University of Edinburgh analyzed over 4,600
papers published in all disciplines between 1990 and 2007. She found that the
proportion of positive results increased from 70% in 1990-1991 to 86% in 2007.

Sources:
Fanelli, Daniele. “Negative Results are Disappearing From Most Disciplines and
Countries.” Scientometrics 90, no. 3 (March 2012): 891-904. doi:
10.1007/s11192-011-0494-7.
Young, Neal S., John P. A. Ioannidis, and Omar Al-Ubaydli. “Why Current Publication
Practices May Distort Science.” PLoS Medicine 5, no. 10 (2008): e201. doi:
10.1371/journal.pmed.0050201.

Why? Bad experimental design & analysis
“If you torture
the data long
enough, it will
confess.”
— Ronald Coase,
recipient of the
1991 Nobel Prize in
Economics
“The Relationship Between
Sample Size and Power” by
Online Statistics Education: A
Multimedia Course of Study
is in the public domain

Another factor in the reproducibility crisis is so-called “questionable research
practices.”
These are problems with experimental design and data analysis that include, for
example:
●
Using sample sizes that are too small -- while results might be positive, the
statistical power of such studies is low
●
HARK-ing (hypothesizing after the results are known): instead of stating the
hypothesis in advance of the study as the scientific method requires,
researchers come up with a hypothesis after they have conducted their
experiment, making the hypothesis fit the data collected.
●
“P-hacking”
○
Viewing experimental data are they are coming in and stopping the
experiment once a positive result is obtained
○
Performing hundreds of tests on dozens of variables and only reporting
those that produced positive results, likely by chance
Source:
Wikiquote, s.v. “Ronald Coase.” Accessed March 15, 2017.
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Ronald_Coase.

Why? Incentive structure
“Today I wouldn’t get an
academic job. It’s as simple as
that. I don’t think I would be
regarded as productive enough.”
— Peter Higgs, 2013 (winner of the
2013 Nobel Prize in Physics)
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Perhaps the biggest (and most intractable) reason for the reproducibility crisis is the
incentive structure for academic researchers.
Researchers know that they need to publish regularly in the most prestigious journals
possible in order to get tenure and receive grants.
Because high-prestige journals like to publish exciting, surprising, or “sexy,” results,
there is incentive to test hypotheses that are unlikely.
●
So, for example, in the years between 1974 and 2014, the frequency of the
words “innovative,” “groundbreaking,” and “novel” in PubMed abstracts
increased by 2500% or more.
To make sure a hypothesis has firm theoretical grounding and an experimental design
is well powered slows down the rate of production, so sound science is discouraged.
Shai Silberberg of the NIH notes that, “As long as universities think that the way for
investigators to get money is to publish in Nature and Science, then that’s what
they’re going to look for in investigators. They want that money.”

Sources:
Aitkenhead, Decca. “Peter Higgs: I Wouldn’t Be Productive Enough for Today’s
Academic System.” The Guardian (London), December 6, 2013.

https://www.theguardian.com/science/2013/dec/06/peter-higgs-boson-academic-syste
m.
Smaldino, Paul E. and Richard McElreath. “The Natural Selection of Bad Science.”
Royal Society Open Science 3 (2016): 160384. doi: 10.1098/rsos.160384.
Voosen, Paul. “Amid a Sea of False Findings, the NIH Tries Reform.” The Chronicle
of Higher Education. Last modified: March 16, 2015.
http://www.chronicle.com/article/Amid-a-Sea-of-False-Findings/228479/.

What about peer review?
“We need to get away from
the notion, proven wrong on
a daily basis, that peer
review of any kind at any
journal means that a work of
science is correct.”
— Michael Eisen, 2014

“Peer Review Monster” by Gideon Burton is licensed
under CC BY-SA 2.0

What about peer review?
The Cochrane Collaboration reviewed the evidence on peer review of manuscripts
and grant proposals. They concluded, “At present, little empirical evidence is available
to support the use of editorial peer review as a mechanism to ensure quality of
biomedical research.”
In short, peer review fails to detect false research findings primarily because:
●
Reviewers don’t re-run experiments or examine the underlying data. Even if
they did, they could have no knowledge as to what data investigators have
chosen to exclude or of any questionable research practices investigators
have engaged in.
●
And again, incentives: Reviewing is not highly valued for career advancement
— thus diligence in reviewing and time spent are not rewarded.

Sources:
Campbell, Hank. “The Corruption of Peer Review is Harming Scientific Credibility.”
Wall Street Journal (New York, NY), July 14, 2014.
Houses of Parliament, Parliamentary Office of Science & Technology. “Integrity in
Research.” POSTnote 544 (January 2017).
http://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/POST-PN-0544/POST-PN-054

4.pdf.
Kabat, Geoffrey. “The Crisis of Peer Review.” Forbes. Last modified November 23,
2015. http://onforb.es/1QDzpVj.
Smith, Richard. “Classical Peer Review: An Empty Gun.” Breast Cancer Research 12,
suppl. 4 (2010): S13. doi: 10.1186/bcr2742.

Proposed solutions: Registered reports

Image source: Center for Open Science, https://cos.io/rr/

There are a number of proposed solutions to the reproducibility crisis.
One is Registered Reports, which is an initiative of the Center for Open Science. Over
140 journals now offer them.
Here’s how it works:
Journals agree to review a study’s design and analysis plan before the experiment is
conducted.
The study design is itself peer reviewed and must be methodologically sound and
address an important scientific question.
Approved studies will be published as long as the study protocols were followed,
regardless of the findings.
Therefore, publication is based not on results but on an experiment’s methods and
rigor.
This eliminates publication bias toward positive results as well as questionable
research practices.

Sources:

Center for Open Science, “Registered Reports.” Accessed March 15, 2017.
https://cos.io/rr/.
Chambers, Chris. “Cortex’s Registered Reports.” Elsevier Connect. Last modified
March 11, 2015.
https://www.elsevier.com/editors-update/story/peer-review/cortexs-registered-reports.

Proposed solutions: Funding & publishing
replications, publishing negative results
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Funding and publishing replication studies:
Funding agencies should fund replication studies, and journals should publish them.
One current example is the Reproducibility Project: Cancer Biology.
● Launched in 2013 with a $2 million grant from the Laura and John Arnold
Foundation, it is a collaboration between the Center for Open Science and the
Science Exchange.
● Researchers are independently replicating a subset of experimental results
from a number of high-profile papers in the field of cancer biology published
between 2010-2012.
● So far, five replications, with mixed results, have been published in the open
access journal eLife.
Some journals have created sections devoted to replications, for example
Perspectives on Psychological Science.

Publishing negative or null results:
Referees and journal editors should value negative results and publish them.
A number of new journals or collections within journals have been established to

specialize in publishing negative results, e.g.:
● Elsevier’s New Negatives in Plant Science
● PLoS One’s Positively Negative collection
● Biomed Central’s Journal of Negative Results in Biomedicine
At the very least, we need rapid, digital publication of all articles that contain no flaws,
irrespective of perceived importance.
● PLoS One is one journal that asks peer reviewers only if a paper is
methodologically sound.
And, replication studies and negative results can be shared on preprint servers such
as the Open Science Framework (which Amanda will tell you all about), ArXiv,
bioRxiv, SocArXiv, SSRN, etc.
The goal should be for the results of all research to be discoverable, even if not
formally published.

Sources:
Aschwanden, Christie. “Failure is Moving Science Forward.” FiveThirtyEight. Last
modified March 24, 2016.
https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/failure-is-moving-science-forward/.
Baker, Monya and Elie Dolgin. “Reproducibility Project Yields Muddy Results.” Nature
541 (January 19, 2017): 269-270. doi: 10.1038/541269a.
Center for Open Science. “Reproducibility Project: Cancer Biology (RP:CB)
Overview.” Accessed March 1, 2017.
https://cos.io/our-services/research/rpcb-overview/.
Munafò, Marcus R., Brian A. Nosek, Dorothy V. M. Bishop, Katherine S. Button,
Christopher D. Chambers, Nathalie Percie du Sert, Uri Simonsohn, Eric-Jan
Wagenmakers, Jennifer J. Ware, and John P. A. Ioannidis. “A Manifesto for
Reproducible Science.” Nature Human Behavior 1 (January 2017): 0021. doi:
10.1038/s41562-016-0021.
Young, Neal S., John P. A. Ioannidis, and Omar Al-Ubaydli. “Why Current Publication
Practices May Distort Science.” PLoS Medicine 5, no. 10 (2008): e201. doi:
10.1371/journal.pmed.0050201.

Proposed solutions: Open data

Image source: Registry of Research Data
Repositories, http://www.re3data.org/.

Data and software code underlying an article should be openly shared.
In fact, open data should be mandatory as a condition of publication.
Fortunately, many funders and journals now make sharing data a requirement.
Sources:
Open Science Collaboration. “Maximizing the Reproducibility of Your Research.” In
Psychological Science Under Scrutiny: Recent Challenges and Proposed Solutions,
edited by Scott O. Lilienfeld and Irwin D. Waldman, 3-21. New York: Wiley, 2017.
Munafò, Marcus R., Brian A. Nosek, Dorothy V. M. Bishop, Katherine S. Button,
Christopher D. Chambers, Nathalie Percie du Sert, Uri Simonsohn, Eric-Jan
Wagenmakers, Jennifer J. Ware, and John P. A. Ioannidis. “A Manifesto for
Reproducible Science.” Nature Human Behavior 1 (January 2017): 0021. doi:
10.1038/s41562-016-0021.
“Registry of Research Data Repositories.” Accessed March 16, 2017.
https://www.re3data.org/.

Proposed solutions: Better study designs &
statistical methods
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We need better training in experimental design and statistical techniques for grad
students, post-docs, and even researchers, because best practices are constantly
evolving.

Sources:
Begley, C. Glenn and John P. A. Ioannidis. “Reproducibility in Science: Improving the
Standard for Basic and Preclinical Research.” Circulation Research 116, no. 1
(January 2015): 116-126. doi: 10.1161/CIRCRESAHA.114.303819.
Ioannidis, John P. A. “How to Make More Published Research True.” PLoS Medicine
11, no. 10 (October 2014): e1001747. doi: 10.1371/journal.pmed.1001747.
Munafò, Marcus R., Brian A. Nosek, Dorothy V. M. Bishop, Katherine S. Button,
Christopher D. Chambers, Nathalie Percie du Sert, Uri Simonsohn, Eric-Jan
Wagenmakers, Jennifer J. Ware, and John P. A. Ioannidis. “A Manifesto for
Reproducible Science.” Nature Human Behavior 1 (January 2017): 0021. doi:
10.1038/s41562-016-0021.
Open Science Collaboration. “Maximizing the Reproducibility of Your Research.” In
Psychological Science Under Scrutiny: Recent Challenges and Proposed Solutions,
edited by Scott O. Lilienfeld and Irwin D. Waldman, 3-21. New York: Wiley, 2017.

Voosen, Paul. “Amid a Sea of False Findings, the NIH Tries Reform.” The Chronicle
of Higher Education. Last modified: March 16, 2015.
http://www.chronicle.com/article/Amid-a-Sea-of-False-Findings/228479/.

Proposed solutions: Slow science
“Scrupulous research
on difficult problems
may require years of
intense work before
yielding coherent,
publishable results.”
— Paul E. Smaldino and
Richard McElreath, 2016
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And finally, researchers should be assessed for career advancement and funding
decisions on the quality of their work, not on the quantity of publications they’ve
written or journal impact factor or brand.

Sources:
Ioannidis, John P. A. “How to Make More Published Research True.” PLoS Medicine
11, no. 10 (October 2014): e1001747. doi: 10.1371/journal.pmed.1001747.
Munafò, Marcus R., Brian A. Nosek, Dorothy V. M. Bishop, Katherine S. Button,
Christopher D. Chambers, Nathalie Percie du Sert, Uri Simonsohn, Eric-Jan
Wagenmakers, Jennifer J. Ware, and John P. A. Ioannidis. “A Manifesto for
Reproducible Science.” Nature Human Behavior 1 (January 2017): 0021. doi:
10.1038/s41562-016-0021.
“The San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA).” Accessed March
16, 2017. http://www.ascb.org/dora/.
Smaldino, Paul E. and Richard McElreath. “The Natural Selection of Bad Science.”
Royal Society Open Science 3 (2016): 160384. doi: 10.1098/rsos.160384.
Young, Neal S., John P. A. Ioannidis, and Omar Al-Ubaydli. “Why Current Publication
Practices May Distort Science.” PLoS Medicine 5, no. 10 (2008): e201. doi:

10.1371/journal.pmed.0050201.
See also:
Berg, Maggie and Barbara Seeber. The Slow Professor: Challenging the Culture of
Speed in the Academy. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2016.

New Spaces for Scholars
and Librarians

Sure, these issues are important for researchers, but they are and should be
important for us in our roles as librarians (who support researchers) and as
researchers ourselves.

Why?

But why should we be interested? For a long time, the peer-reviewed article has been
the seal of approval for research. As we’ve seen, though, there are flaws.
Before I move on, raise your hand if you have heard about a study or research that
made you want to learn more.
Raise your hand again if when you went to learn more, you weren’t satisfied with what
you could find?

Increases Transparency at All Stages
Making all elements
of research available
for review, as well
as preprints and
final manuscripts,
allow us to more
critically evaluate
what we’re seeing.
Public domain image from
https://www.maxpixel.net/Under
water-Clear-Sea-Sand-SunlightTransparent-1956615

Open science efforts make it possible for us and for other researchers to find more.
In the era of “fake news,” this is even more important - and more empowering.

For Scholars and Librarians
Open science increases
availability of information that
can benefit your patrons.
Data can be accessed directly a huge boon for researchers, but
also citizen scientists and
students undertaking advanced
school science projects.
Logos and search boxes from https://figshare.com/,
https://data.mendeley.com/, http://datadryad.org/,
https://toolbox.google.com/datasetsearch

Data Manipulation
Tools and More
Use of open source
programming and data
manipulation tools,
such as Python and
R, also means
exploring data
doesn’t entail a
hefty cost.

Screenshots of the Python Software Foundation and the The R
Project pages, accessed October 21, 2018

Academic
librarians can:
● Raise awareness of
these tools in
instruction for
grad students and
consultations with
faculty
● Use these tools to
support and share
their own research
“Carothers Library” by University of Rhode Island

Public
librarians can:
●

Raise awareness of
these tools as
appropriate

●

Explore them on
your own - you may
have data to work
with!
Worcester Public Library: Adult Classes and Programs page,
accessed October 10, 2018

Introduction to
The Open Science Framework

I'm going to talk a bit about the Open Science Framework.
If we have time (and internet connectivity) I'll do a quick demo.

Why the Open Science Framework?
Project of the
Center for Open Science,
a nonprofit based in
Charlottesville, VA
Funded by a variety of
grants and sponsors,
including DARPA, the
NSF, NIH, and others.
https://osf.io/

Why use the Open Science Framework? In addition to being a nonprofit funded by
these grants and sponsors, it’s an interdisciplinary repository - well suited for much
current research that includes two or more disciplines.
If a user heads to a discipline-specific archive, it’s likely they will miss related
materials that happen to be hosted elsewhere.

What it does
Connects various parts
of your workflow,
wherever they are
○ Google Drive
○ Dropbox
○ Mendeley
○ FigShare
○ GitHub...
Share other non-project
files individually as
well (relatively new
feature)

So you (or maybe researchers you're working with) have some data, code, maybe
some documents you've shared with colleagues, in a bunch of places.
I suspect we’re all in the same boat when it comes to storing materials. Google Drive
doesn’t have the features needed to do X, so that document or spreadsheet is in
Word or Excel. Maybe they’re in OneDrive. Some other thing you’re working on might
be in Google Drive… And the citations for a lit review are in Mendeley or Zotero.

What it does
Supports versioning

Allows date-stamped
registration of research
projects

Provides an additional
backup of research
materials

You can register your hypothesis in advance, so you will show you haven't been
HARKing.
There's a movement to provide DOIs for registrations so that it's easier to cite and
track.

What it does
Centralizes access to
research information

Provides granular sharing
of elements with
collaborators

Provides access for
others who can provide
feedback at any stage of
the research process

Researchers can share their work, documentation, methodology, and more.

Search others’ projects

Learn more - even before publication

Additional Related Project - OSF Preprints

Additional Related Project - OSF Preprints
Not just for science includes the Arts &
Humanities, Business,
Education, Law, and more.

* Once research is published,
encourage researchers to post
their final manuscripts your
institutional repository for
increased visibility!

OSF Bonus: No
Institutional
Affiliation
Required!
Researchers don’t
need to be part
of a university
or company to
post or search.
“Unlock File” icon by I Putu Kharismayadi
from thenounproject.com.

Closing thoughts
“As readers of scientific work, all we can do is be more
skeptical of everything that is published.”
— Cristobal Young, Assistant Professor of Sociology, Stanford
University, 2015

“I want to adopt a stance of humility and assume that there
are errors and that’s why I need to be cautious in my
conclusions.”
— Brian Nosek, Professor of Psychology, University of Virginia and
co-founder and director of the Center for Open Science, 2016

Be critical: We can view research claims with a critical eye, educate ourselves on
basic ways of evaluating research quality.
Be humble: Don’t arrogantly assume that we have figured everything out and have all
the answers, because we usually don’t.
Be willing to revise our own personal opinions: We should be able to disconnect our
positions from our identities, not stake our sense of self on a particular position we
hold or practice that we’ve embraced.
Push for openness and transparency in the production and dissemination of
knowledge.

Sources:
Aschwanden, Christie. “Failure is Moving Science Forward.” FiveThirtyEight. Last
modified March 24, 2016.
https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/failure-is-moving-science-forward/.
Flaherty, Colleen. “Landmark Study Suggests Most Psychology Studies Don’t Yield
Reproducible Results.” Inside Higher Ed. Last modified August 28, 2015.
https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2015/08/28/landmark-study-suggests-most-psy
chology-studies-dont-yield-reproducible-results.

Thank you!
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